Genotoxic and histopathological alterations in rats exposed to herbal liquors
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Abstract

The increase in consumption of herbal liquors in Nigeria is a cause for alarm. These are consumed with the misconception that they are without toxic effects. The aim of this study is to investigate the genotoxic and histopathological alterations in rats exposed to herbal liquors. Female rats were exposed to herbal liquors for 6 weeks. The histopathological and genotoxic evaluation were done to assess extent of damage. Pathological examination revealed incidences of aggregates chronic inflammatory cell infiltrates in the heart of Jedi treated group while the heart of the other groups had no abnormalities. The histologic sections of the kidney tissue revealed congested vessels while the lung showed reduction in air filled alveolar spaces with infiltration of alveoli and interstitium by aggregates of inflammatory cells indicating moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation. Histologic sections of lung tissue in rats treated with herbal liquors reveals congestion of pulmonary vessels and interstitial hemorrhages. Genotoxic evaluation of rat lymphocytes exposed to herbal liquors via comet assay shows that rats administered with the different herbal liquors developed significant (p < 0.05) as revealed in the % DNA in tail, % DNA in head, olive moment, tail length and tail moment which indicates the presence of DNA strand breaks and a marker for oxidative DNA damage. This result reveals that herbal liquors contain substances that produce reactive oxygen species that have pathological effect on certain organs as well as inducing DNA strand breaks that could compromise the integrity of the DNA which can lead to mutation.
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1. Introduction

The increase in the intake of herbal liquors in Nigeria is alarming as these herbal liquors are consumed with the idea that herbs are natural and has no toxic effects. However, herbal liquors may contain toxic materials that are detrimental or have harmful effects after a long period of consumption.

In spite of the large commercial sale of herbal remedies, little data exist to support their medicinal claims. Also, there are no scientific data on the safety of these herbal liquors (1;2).

The World Health Organization (WHO) reported that about 80% of the people in developing countries depend on herbal medicinal products. The use of herbs is seen as an important part of the culture in some communities (3). There is a general belief that herbal medicines are natural and without adverse effects. This has contributed to the increase in the patronage of herbal formulations (4). This popular belief has been proven otherwise (5;6).

Herbal liquors such as Baby Oku, Orijin Bitters, Bajinotu, Aleko, Alomo, 1960 among others have become a common sight in many Nigerian homes, markets, streets and commercial motor parks. Most of these herbas have acclaimed
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medicinal benefits but without empirical data to support these medicinal claims. However, recent studies have showed the need to test some of these herbal liquor mixtures so as to ascertain their safety limits (7).

In Nigeria, one of the most easily accessible forms of medicinal herbs is called ‘paraga’ with different synonyms such as Opa eyin, Awopa, Jedi and Ewe dongoyaro. Paraga is an herbal mixture with different ingredients and high alcoholic content. It is very popular in many neighborhoods in Nigeria and its usually used as a stimulant. It is assumed to have curative effects on different types of ailment. It is commonly sold by vendors in motor parks where commercial drivers and motorcyclists have easy access to them (8).

In developing countries, there are lots of unregistered and poorly regulated herbal products freely sold in the market with no restraint. There is usually improper use and unrestrained intake leading to severe poisoning and acute health problems. In developing countries, herbal medicines and related products are introduced into the market without any mandatory safety or toxicological evaluation.

Herbs have been shown to produce lots of adverse reactions leading to serious injuries, life-threatening conditions, and even death. Numerous cases of poisoning due to herbal liquors have been reported (9).

The objective of this study was to determine the histopathological effects of herbal liquors on certain organs as well as to measure the extent of strand breaks using in vivo alkaline comet assay to detect DNA damage in rats exposed to herbal liquors.

## 2. Material and methods

### 2.1. Experimental animals

One hundred and five female Wistar rats with weight between 135 and 200 g were obtained from the Animal Centre at the College of Medicine, University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria. The Wistar rats were housed in animal cages in a well-ventilated experimental room with a 12 hr light/12 hr dark cycle. The rats were allowed to acclimatize for a period of 14 days before the commencement of treatments. The rats had free access to standard rat chow and clean water ad libitum. The protocol used in this study was approved by the Experimentation Ethics Committee on Animal Use of the College of Medicine, University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria.

### 2.2. Herbal liquors

The herbal liquors under study, Orijin Bitters, Baby Oku, Kummerling Herbal liqueur, 1960 Alcoholic Bitters, Adonko Alcoholic Bitters, Action Bitters, Alomo Bitters, Bajinotu Poka Alcoholic drink, Aleko, Okiki Ibile, Opa Eyin, Ewe Dongoyaro, Jedi and Awopa were purchased from an alcohol store in Mushin market Lagos, Nigeria. These herbal liquors were used as aqueous preparation. Dose selection was premised on the manufacturer’s recommendation for the consumption of 70 kg human.

### 2.3. Experimental design

The one hundred and five female Wistar rats were randomly distributed into fifteen groups of seven rats. At the start of the treatment, group 1-14 rats were administered daily with 0.2ml of the herbal liquor orally using oesophagus cannula from 8:00 to 8:30 am. The different groups are shown below. The control group received distilled water. However, due to high mortality rate in some experimental group, the herbal liquor was diluted with equal amounts of water and the rats were administered 0.1ml of the herbal liquors. Animals were weighed weekly and the treatment lasted for 6 weeks (44 days).
The different groups of rats and the types of herbal liquors administered to them

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUPS</th>
<th>HERBAL LIQUORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>Orijin Bitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>Baby Oku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>Kummerling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 5</td>
<td>Adonko Alcoholic Bitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 6</td>
<td>Action Bitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 7</td>
<td>Alomo Bitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 8</td>
<td>Bajinotu Poka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 9</td>
<td>Aleko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 10</td>
<td>Okiki Ibile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 11</td>
<td>Opa Eyin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 12</td>
<td>Ewe Dongoyaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 13</td>
<td>Jedi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 14</td>
<td>Awopa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 15</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Blood and organs collection

At the end of treatments, the rats were fasted overnight. They were sacrificed via cervical dislocation. Blood samples were collected into EDTA bottle. Thereafter, the heart, liver, kidney, lung, ovary, brain and muscle were excised, washed in saline and fixed in 10% buffered neutral formalin for histopathology evaluation.

2.5. Histopathology examination

The rat liver, kidney, lung, ovary, heart, brain and muscle for each of the experimental group was fixed in 10% buffered neutral formalin (BNF) immediately following excision from animals. Fixed tissues were subsequently processed for histopathology examinations. Tissues were sectioned at 5 mm thickness and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for microscopic evaluation.

2.6. Comet assay

The comet assay was performed as described here (10). The Principle of alkaline comet assay is based on treatment of agarose-embedded cells (lymphocytes) with hypertonic lysis solution and non-ionic detergent which removes their cell membranes, cytoplasm, nucleoplasm and dissolves nucleosomes. Subsequently, when the leftover nucleoid is treated with high alkaline solution, DNA supercoils unwind/ relax thereby exposing the alkali labile sites (apurinic/apyrimidinic sites) which appear as breaks. Such breaks migrate towards the anode when exposed to current during electrophoresis thereby producing a ‘comet’-like appearance. The comet assay, under alkaline conditions (pH >13) can detect DNA strand breaks.

2.6.1. Chemical Reagents

Agarose-normal melting, agarose-low melting, sodium chloride, potassium chloride, disodium hydrogen phosphate, potassium dihydrogen phosphate, disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (disodium EDTA), tris, sodium hydroxide, sodium dodecyl sulphate / sodium lauryl sarcosinate, triton X 100, trichloro acetic acid, zinc sulphate, glycerol, sodium carbonate, silver nitrate, ammonium nitrate, silicotungstic acid, formaldehyde and lymphocyte.
2.6.2. Preparations of reagent

- Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was prepared by weighing 8.0g of sodium chloride, 0.2g of potassium chloride, 0.25g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 1.44g of disodium hydrogen phosphate and it was dissolved in 800 ml of double-distilled water. pH was adjusted to 7.4 and made up to 1000 ml. The solution was autoclaved and stored at room temperature.

- 0.5% w/v low melting point agarose was prepared by adding 125 mg of low melting point agarose (LMPA) to 25 ml of phosphate buffered Saline (PBS) in a 100ml conical flask. The mouth of the conical flask was sealed with aluminium foil and LMPA was melted in a microwave oven at low power for 1-2 min.

- 0.75% w/v normal melting point agarose was prepared by adding 188 mg of normal melting point agarose (NMPA) to 25 ml of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) in a 100-ml beaker. The mouth of the conical flask was sealed with aluminium foil and NMPA was melted in a microwave oven at low power for 1-2 min.

- The lysis stock solution was prepared by adding 146.1g of sodium chloride, 37.2g of disodium EDTA and 1.2g of tris to 890 ml of double distilled water and stirred till dissolved. 12 g of sodium hydroxyl pellets was added to the mixture and stirred once again. When dissolved completely, 10 g of sodium lauryl sarcosinate was added and stirred once again. The pH was set to 10 and the final volume was adjusted to 890 ml with double-distilled water. The solution was filtered and stored at room temperature.

- For the working lysis solution, 108 ml of stock lysis solution was added to 1.6 ml of tris. The solution was cooled in a refrigerator for 40-60 min prior to use.

- The electrophoresis buffer Stock Solution I was prepared by dissolving 200 g of sodium hydroxide in 500 ml of double-distilled water.

- The electrophoresis buffer Stock Solution II was prepared by dissolving 14.89 g of disodium EDTA in 200 ml of double-distilled water and the pH was adjusted to 10 with sodium hydroxide.

- The electrophoresis working solution was prepared by taking 30 ml of Stock solution I and 5 ml of Stock solution II, it was mixed together and the volume was adjusted to 1000 ml of cold double distilled water.

- Neutralization buffer was prepared by dissolving 48.5 g of tris in 800 ml of double-distilled water. pH was adjusted to 7.5 with concentrated hydrochloric acid and the final volume was adjusted to 1000 ml.

2.6.3. Preparation of reagents for silver staining

- Fixative solution was prepared by dissolve 75 g of trichloroacetic acid, 25 g zinc of sulphate and 25 g of glycerol in 400 ml of double-distilled water and the solution was stirred for 20-30 min. The final volume was adjusted to 500 ml.

- The Staining solution A was prepared by dissolving 25 g of sodium carbonate in 500 ml of double-distilled water by constant stirring for 20-30 min.

- The Staining solution B was prepared by dissolving 100 mg of ammonium nitrate, 100 mg of silver nitrate, 500 mg of silicotungstic acid and 250 μl of formaldehyde in 500 ml of double-distilled water.

- The Stopping solution (1% v/v glacial acetic acid) was prepared by making one ml of glacial acetic acid to 100 ml with double distilled water.

2.6.4. Separation of lymphocyte

2 ml of lymphocyte separation media was added to 2 ml of whole blood by overlaying without mixing together in a centrifuge tube. It was then centrifuged at 1500 RPM for 30 min at room temperature. At the end of 30 min, buffy coat containing peripheral blood mononuclear cells at the interphase between plasma and lymphocyte separation media was aspirated using pasture pipette into a 1.5ml micro-centrifuge tube.

2.6.5. Slide preparation and coating of agarose gel

Plain grease-free, clean microscope slides were used for layering the gels. The slides were labelled accordingly.

100 μl of hot 0.75% NMPA was pipetted and dropped over one end of the slide. It was smeared onto the opposite direction with the help of another plain slide inclined at about 45° angle and the slides were allowed to dry at 37°C.
After NMPA was solidified, 60 μl of LMPA was added to 20 μl of lymphocyte in a micro-centrifuge tube and was mix thoroughly. The lymphocyte-LMPA gel mixture was pipetted and dropped over the NMPA layer. A cover slip is carefully placed over the gel so that it forms a uniform layer over the NMPA coat, making sure to avoid air bubbles. The gel was allowed to solidify at 4 º C in a refrigerator for 10-15 min.

After the lymphocyte-LMPA cell layer has solidified, the cover slip was carefully removed. 75 μl of LMPA was added onto the agarose gel mixture layer and a fresh cover slip was carefully placed over the gel mixture layer while avoiding air bubbles. The gel was allowed to solidify at 4 º C in a refrigerator for 10-15 min.

After the third layer of agarose gel was solidified, the cover slip was carefully removed again and the slides were gently immersed into staining trough containing cold lysis solution and refrigerated for minimum 1 hour.

The alkaline unwinding and electrophoresis of slides was carried after lysis at 4ºC, the slides were gently removed from the lysis solution and placed exactly perpendicular to both the electrodes with the agarose-coated side facing upwards in horizontal submarine gel electrophoresis system. The electrophoresis tank is filled with fresh cold pH > 13 electrophoresis buffer until the buffer completely covers the slides without formation of air bubbles over the agarose gel. The slides were allowed to stay in the alkaline buffer for 30 min in order to unwind DNA strands and expose the alkali labile sites (alkali unwinding). Power supply was turned on with 0.74 V/ cm (between electrodes) and current is adjusted to 300mA by raising or lowering the buffer level. Electrophoresis was carried out for 30 min.

After electrophoresis, the slides were gently lifted from the electrophoresis buffer and placed on a staining tray. The slides were carefully flooded with neutralizing tris buffer (pH7.4) for 5 min and the buffer was drained, the process was repeated two more times followed by several washes with distilled water.

After electrophoresis and neutralization the gel slides were dried overnight.

The slides were placed in a fixative solution for 10 min and washed several times with distilled water. The slides were allowed to dry at 37ºC for at least 1 h to a maximum of overnight before staining.

The staining of slides was carried out by placing the slides inside a staining box. 32 ml of staining solution A and 68 ml of staining solution B were simultaneously poured gently over the slides. The staining box was closed with the lid and kept on a platform rocker which was set at a slow speed for 10-20 min to ensure uniform staining. This step was repeated three times with fresh staining Solution A and Solution B until a grayish colour develops on the slides. The slides were then transferred to a tray containing the stopping solution for about 5 min or until a yellowish-brown colour develops. The slides were washed with distilled water and allowed to dry completely in an inclined position at room temperature.

2.6.6. Comet visualization and scoring

The slides stained with silver nitrate were observed under a light microscope and images were captured using charged coupled device (CCD) camera.

CometScore pro image analysis software was used to measure all parameters for the cell which includes Comet length, comet height, comet area, comet intensity, comet mean intensity, head diameter, head area, head intensity, head mean intensity, %DNA in head, tail length, tail area, tail intensity, tail mean intensity, %DNA in tail, tail moment and olive moment.

2.6.7. Statistical analysis

All data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. Data were subjected to statistical analysis using the one-way ANOVA (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA). Differences among the group means were evaluated by Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. Mean values were considered to be statistically significant at $P< 0.05$. 
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3. Results

3.1. Histopathology Results

![Histopathology Results](image)

**Figure 1** Photomicrograph sections of the brain in rats exposed to herbal liquors. The histologic section of brain tissue show neuronal cells on a background of neuropil. No abnormalities were seen in brain of the rats

1. Brain tissues of rats administered with Orijin Bitters (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
2. Brain tissues of rats administered with Baby Oku (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
3. Brain tissues of rats administered with Kummerling (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
4. Brain tissues of rats administered with 1960 (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
5. Brain tissues of rats administered with Adonko (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
6. Brain tissues of rats administered with Action Bitters (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
7. Brain tissues of rats administered with Alomo Bitters (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
8. Brain tissues of rats administered with Bajinotu Poka (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
9. Brain tissues of rats administered with Aleko (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
10. Brain tissues of rats administered with Okiki Ibile (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
11. Brain tissues of rats administered with Opa Eyin (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
12. Brain tissues of rats administered with Ewe Dongoyaro (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
13. Brain tissues of rats administered with Jedi (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
14. Brain tissues of rats administered with Awopa (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
15. Brain tissues of rats in the Control group, showing no abnormalities.

Figure 2 Photomicrograph sections of the heart in rats exposed to herbal liquors. The histologic sections of heart muscle show interlacing fascicles of cardiac myocytes/ myocardial cells

1. Heart tissues of rats administered with Orijin Bitters (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
2. Heart tissues of rats administered with Baby Oku (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
3. Heart tissues of rats administered with Kummerling (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
4. Heart tissues of rats administered with 1960 (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
5. Heart tissues of rats administered with Adonko (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
6. Heart tissues of rats administered with Action Bitters (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
7. Heart tissues of rats administered with Alomo Bitters (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
8. Heart tissues of rats administered with Bajinotu Poka (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
9. Heart tissues of rats administered with Aleko (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
10. Heart tissues of rats administered with Okiki Ibile (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
11. Heart tissues of rats administered with Opa Eyin (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
12. Heart tissues of rats administered with Ewe Dongoyaro (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
13. Heart tissues of rats administered with Jedi (herbal liquor) showing dense aggregates of chronic inflammatory cell infiltrates (myocardial cells).
14. Heart tissues of rats administered with Awopa (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
15. Heart tissues of rats in the Control group, showing no abnormalities

Figure 3 Photomicrograph sections of the kidneys in rats exposed to herbal liquors. The histologic sections of kidney tissues show normocellular glomerular tufts disposed on a background containing renal tubules

1. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Orijin Bitters (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys
2. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Baby Oku (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities
3. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Kummerling (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
4. Kidney tissues of rats administered with 1960 (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
5. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Adonko (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
6. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Action Bitters (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
7. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Alomo Bitters (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
8. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Bajinotu Poka (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidney
9. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Aleko (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
10. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Okiki Ibile (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities.
11. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Opa Eyin (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
12. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Ewe Dongoyaro (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
13. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Jedi (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities.
14. Kidney tissues of rats administered with Awopa (herbal liquor) showing congested vessels with vascular congestion in the kidneys.
15. Kidney tissues of rats in the Control group, showing no abnormalities.

(↓) sign indicates congested vessels showing vascular congestion in the kidneys.

---

**Figure 4** Photomicrograph sections of the lung in rats exposed to herbal liquors

1. Lung tissues of rats administered with Orijin Bitters (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
2. Lung tissues of rats administered with Baby Oku (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
3. Lung tissues of rats administered with Kummerling (herbal liquor) showing no abnormalities.
4. Lung tissues of rats administered with 1960 (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
5. Lung tissues of rats administered with Adonko (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
6. Lung tissues of rats administered with Action Bitters (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
7. Lung tissues of rats administered with Alomo Bitters (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
8. Lung tissues of rats administered with Bajinotu Poka (herbal liquor) showing normal tissues.
9. Lung tissues of rats administered with Aleko (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
10. Lung tissues of rats administered with Okiki Ibile (herbal liquor) showing severe congestion of pulmonary vessels and interstitial haemorrhages.
11. Lung tissues of rats administered with Opa Eyin (herbal liquor) showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
12. Lung tissues of rats administered with Ewe Dongoyaro (herbal liquor showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
13. Lung tissues of rats administered with Jedi (herbal liquor showing moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
14. Lung tissues of rats administered with Awopa (herbal liquor) showing severe congestion of pulmonary vessels and interstitial haemorrhages.
15. Lung tissues of rats in the Control group, showing no abnormalities.
16. ↓ sign shows the histologic sections of the lung tissue with reduction in air filled alveolar spaces with infiltration of alveoli and interstitium by aggregates of inflammatory cells indicating moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation.
17. ↓↓ signs indicate congestion of pulmonary vessels and interstitial haemorrhages.

**Figure 5** Photomicrograph sections of the liver in rats exposed to herbal liquors. The histologic sections of liver tissue show parallel radially arranged plates of hepatocytes.
No abnormalities are seen in the liver of the rat test groups.

**Figure 6** Photomicrograph sections of the muscle in rats exposed to herbal liquors. The histologic section of tissue shows parallel fascicles of skeletal muscle myocytes. No abnormalities are seen in the muscle of the rat test groups.
Figure 7 Photomicrograph sections of the ovaries in rats exposed to herbal liquors. The histologic sections of ovarian tissue show follicles at varying stages of development and corpora lutea (indicating ovulation). No abnormalities are seen in the ovaries of the rat test groups.

3.2. Comet assay results

3.2.1. The result of % DNA in tail analysis on herbal liquors

The % DNA in Tail (Fig. 8.0) shows that there is statistically significant difference in the mean ± standard deviation in all the herbal liquors used in this study when compared with the control which had a value of 0. The mean ± standard deviation observed in the herbal liquors was as follows: Orijin Bitters (15.17 ± 0.07662), Baby Oku (2.048 ± 0.04658), Kummerling (10.55 ± 0.02646), 1960 (2.434 ± 0.03912), Adonko (1.87 ± 0.03391), Action Bitters (0.758 ± 0.02387), Alomo Bitters (0.932 ± 0.01924), Bajinotu Poka (3.948 ± 0.03701), Aleko (0.578 ± 0.04658), Okiki Ibile (3.36 ± 0.3286), Opa Eyin (0.88 ± 0.03317), Ewe Dongoyaro (4.852 ± 0.03271), Jedi (11.2 ± 0.4359), Awopa (2.454 ± 0.02881).
3.2.2. The result of % DNA in head analysis on herbal liquors

The % DNA in head (Fig. 9.0) shows that there is statistically significant difference in the mean ± standard deviation in the herbal liquors used in this study when compared with the control which had a value of 100. The mean ± standard deviation observed in the herbal liquors was as follows: Orijin Bitters (84.83 ± 0.6177), Baby Oku (97.952 ± 0.5836), Kummerling (89.45 ± 0.3354), 1960 (97.566 ± 0.4392), Adonko (98.13 ± 0.1378), Action Bitters (99.242 ± 4.545), Alomo Bitters (99.068 ± 0.1431), Bajinotu Poka (96.052 ± 0.1408), Aleko (99.422 ± 0.1342), Okiki Ible (96.64 ± 0.5813), Opa Eyin (99.12 ± 4.012), Ewe Dongoyaro (95.148 ± 0.1641), Jedi (88.8 ± 0.4092), Awopa (97.546 ± 0.5156).

3.2.3. The result of olive moment analysis on herbal liquors

The olive moment (Figure 10.0) shows that there is statistically significant difference in the mean ± standard deviation in all the herbal liquors used in this study when compared with the control which had a value of 0. The mean ± standard deviation observed in the herbal liquors was as follows: Orijin Bitters (12.27± 0.001516), Baby Oku (0.4148 7 ± 0.001304), Kummerling (6.093 ± 0.002236), 1960 (0.5954 ± 0.004561), Adonko (0.7356 ± 0.002702), Action Bitters (0.1842 ± 0.003114), Alomo Bitters (0.3032 ± 0.003033), Bajinotu Poka (1.328 ± 0.002608), Aleko (0.2234 ± 0.002408),
Okiki Ibile (0.5276 ± 0.004037), Opa Eyin (0.0758 ± 0.002775), Ewe Dongoyaro (3.154 ± 0.003162), Jedi (5.143 ± 0.001871), Awopa (0.2924 ± 0.00305).

**Figure 10** Olive moment of rat lymphocytes exposed to herbal liquors using comet assay. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD. A value of *P* < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**3.2.4. The result of tail length analysis on herbal liquors**

The tail length (Fig. 11.0) shows that there is statistically significant difference in the mean ± standard deviation in the herbal liquor Orijin Bitters (71.8 ± 3.114), Baby Oku (1.033 ± 0.8386), Kummerling (48.4 ± 3.507), 1960 (0.75 ± 0.336), Adonko (0.8 ± 0.2828), Action Bitters (1.5 ± 0.7071), Alomo (0.75± 0.3536), Bajiotu (10.6 ± 1.517), Aleko (38.8 ± 2.28), Okiki Ibile (10 ± 2.739), Opa Eyin (2.2 ± 1.095), Ewe Dongoyaro (57.2 ± 1.924) and Jedi (10.2 ± 1.483), Awopa (1.5 ± 0.7071) when compared with the control with a value of 0.

**Figure 11** Tail length of rat lymphocytes exposed to herbal liquors using comet assay. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD. A value of *P* < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
3.2.5. The result of tail moment analysis on herbal liquors

The tail moment (Fig. 12.0) shows that there is statistically significant difference in the mean ± standard deviation in the herbal liquor Orijin Bitters (10.89 ± 0.47720), Kummerling (5.107 ± 0.3796), 1960 (0.0074± 0.01113), Adonko (0.2222 ± 0.4863), Action Bitters (0.3306 ± 0.6992), Alomo Bitters (0.0278 ± 0.04154), Bajinotu Poka (0.418 ± 0.05624), Aleko (0.2236 ± 0.00658), Okiki Ible (0.3356 ± 0.09071), Opa Eyin (0.0358 ± 0.0319), Ewe Dongoyaro (2.775 ± 0.07986), Jedi (1.142 ± 0.1555), Awopa (0.01488 ± 0.02218) when compared with the control with a value of 0.

![Figure 12](image)

Figure 12 Tail moment of rat lymphocytes exposed to herbal liquors using comet assay. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD. A value of *P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant

4. Discussion

The metabolism of alcohol produces reactive oxygen species (ROS) which is detrimental to the cellular antioxidant defence system and can also cause cellular injury (11). The body responds to acute administration of alcohol by generating oxygen-derived free radicals resulting in alterations in the cardiac muscle (12). Alcohol abuse is a risk factor to various cardiovascular diseases, digestive tract disorders, and cancers (13). It has been shown to interfere with a number of myocardial metabolic steps and other cellular mechanisms (14). The cardiovascular system is a major target for ROS which plays an important role in the cause of cardiac toxicity in chronically ethanol-intoxicated animals (12). Many chronic diseases such as acute cardiomyopathy (ACM) and other heart diseases (15; 16), may develop following chronic alcohol ingestion and contribute to alcoholism-related high morbidity and mortality.

In this study, the histopathology examination of rat brain, ovaries, muscle and liver tissues exposed to herbal liquors showed intact and normal cellular architecture in the control group as well as in all the groups administered with herbal liquors. The concentrations of acetaldehyde in the brain are not high enough to produce negative effects, because the brain has a unique barrier that protects it from toxic products circulating in the bloodstream (17).

The histologic sections of the heart muscles in all the groups exposed to herbal liquors revealed no abnormalities in all the test groups except in the heart of the Jedi treated group [Figure 2.0 (13)] where the heart muscle contain dense aggregates of chronic inflammatory cell infiltrates that can lead to myocarditis. In vitro, the overproduction of free radicals leads to the depression of myocardial contractility and causes myocardial tissue injury. It also induces myocyte apoptosis. Reduction of heart anti-oxidative capacity and morphological changes have been reported in animals chronically intoxicated with alcohol (19; 20). Reactive oxygen species, generated from alcohol metabolism, have been shown to play a role in the onset of heart disturbances in ethanol-intoxicated animals (21; 22). The myocarditis observed in the Jedi treated group was in accordance with the findings of some scientists who demonstrated that
chronic ethanol administration in rats caused significant cardiac injury, as observed by histopathological results on the cardiac tissue (23).

The kidney as an excretory organ is known to be central to total body homeostasis, regulating extracellular water and electrolytes as well as acid base balance, among other critical functions. Renal damage could occur as a result of acute intoxication or chronic alcoholism. In this study, the histopathology examination of rat kidneys exposed to the following herbal liquors: Orijin Bitters [Figure 4.0(1)], Kummerling [Figure 3.0(3)], 1960 [(Figure 3.0(4)], Adonko [Figure 3.0(5)], Action Bitters [Figure 3.0(6)], Alomo Bitters [Figure 3.0(7)], Bajinotu Poka [Figure 3.0(8)], Aleko [Figure 3.0(9)], Opa Eyi [Figure 3.0(11)], Ewe Dongoyaro [Figure 3.0(12)] and Awopa [Figure 3.0(14)] had congested blood vessels while the control group [Figure 3.0(15)], Baby Oku [Figure 3.0(2)], Okiki Ibile [Figure 3.0(10)] and Jedi group [Figure 3.0(13)] had no abnormalities in their kidneys. The vascular congestion observed in the kidneys of this study was in accordance with the findings of these scientists (24) in which the histopathology results of rat renal sections exposed repeated to Fijk herbal revealed compromised cellular integrity leading to swollen renal tubules, severe nephritis, hypochromic and necrosis. Also, the findings in this publication (25) showed that kidney tissues exposed to moderate ethanol showed sloughing off of cells that line tubules with some ghostlike appearance of the tubules causing acute tubular necrosis. Some scientists reported that moderate ethanol intake leads to expansion of the kidney tissue which is followed by congested glomeruli, mononuclear cellular infiltration which are features of mild nephritis that caused kidney tissue damage (26).

The histological sections of the lung tissue exposed to the herbal liquors Orijin Bitters [Figure 4.0(1)], Baby Oku [Figure 4.0(2)], 1960 [Figure 4.0(4)], Adonko [Figure 4.0(5)], Action Bitters [Figure 4.0(6)], Alomo Bitters [Figure 4.0(7)], Aleko [Figure 4.0(9)], Opa Eyi [Figure 4.0(11)], Ewe Dongoyaro [Figure 4.0(12)] and Jedi [Figure 4.0(13)] in rats revealed the reduction in air filled alveolar spaces with infiltration of alveoli and interstitium by aggregates of inflammatory cells indicating moderate to severe pulmonary inflammation while the histological sections of the lung tissue exposed to Okiki Ibile [Figure 4.0(10)] and Awopa [Figure 4.0(14)] herbal liquors reveals severe congestion of pulmonary vessels and interstitial haemorrhages. However, there were no incidences of morphological lesions in the lungs of the control group [Figure 4.0(15)], Kummerling [Figure 4.0(3)] and Bajinotu Poka [Figure 4.0(8)]. The histopathological findings in this study, supports a previous report (25). where it was observed that there was more lung tissue damage recorded with increase in alcohol consumption. This report is also in agreement with a previous published work, that reported that chronic alcohol consumption, could lead to alcoholic lung disease and also alcoholic lung disease could be comparative to liver disease following the onset of chronic alcohol usage (27).

Mammalian lungs can metabolize ingested ethanol by alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) followed by acetaldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH). This is at rates dependent on its concentration (28; 29). Ethanol can also be metabolized by microsomal cytochrome P450 2E1 (CYP2E1) and peroxisomal catalase to acetaldehyde in both the liver and in the brain. CYP2E1 is particularly induced during chronic alcohol abuse and is shown to be responsible for production of free radicals. The pulmonary inflammation observed in this study may be due to the generation of reactive oxygen species in the lungs.

Histopathological sections of the liver (Figure 5.0), muscle (Figure 6.0) and the ovaries (Figure 7.0) revealed only normal cells and no abnormalities. Consumption of the herbal liquors had no effect on the liver, muscle and ovaries.

Preservation of genetic information is of prime importance to all living systems. However, the integrity of the genome is continuously threatened by environmental agents (e.g. the ultraviolet (UV) component of sunlight, ionizing radiation and genotoxic chemicals). DNA damage can lead to mutations. This is a primary step into cancer initiation. DNA damage may also result in cellular malfunction and death and these changes may cause the progressive loss of tissue homeostasis and organismal decline. Oxidative stress, ionizing radiation, UV light and numerous chemicals induce a wide verity of DNA lesions (31). Alcohol metabolism generates potentially genotoxic ROS and acetaldehyde, which have been shown to induce DNA damage, including oxidative modifications, acetaldehyde-derived DNA adducts and crosslinks (32; 33)

The evaluation of endogenous DNA damage using comet assay provides information on the detection of DNA single-strand breaks. In this present study, the comet assay also referred to as alkaline single cell gel electrophoresis was used to detect DNA damage in rats lymphocytes administered with herbal liquors. Strand breaks arise from DNA damage due to oxidative stress.

In this study, the extent of DNA damage was quantified by measuring the displacement of the genetic material between the cell nucleus (comet head) (Figure 9.0) and the resulting ‘tail’ (Figures 8.0; 11.0 and 12.0). The tail length was used as an index of DNA damage in this study. The tail moment which is a measure of the percentage DNA in the tail multiply
by length of the comet tail in this study showed a significant increase (p<0.05) in the treatment group Orijin Bitters, Kummerling, Ewe Dongoyaro, Jedi when compared with the control. The control group lacked a tail which indicated that DNA was intact. The olive tail moment (Figure 10.0) is the product of the tail length and the fraction of the total DNA in the tail. The olive tail moment shows the amount of DNA breaks in all the test groups, the highest amounts being in the rats treated with Orijin and Jedi herbal liquor.

The % DNA in tail which is use for a measure of the amount of DNA strand break present in the tail in this study (Figure 8.0), showed evidence of DNA strand breaks in all the lymphocytes of all the groups exposed to herbal liquors except the control group which had no tail and indicated an intact DNA. However, the % DNA in head (Figure 9.0) which is use for a measure of the amount of DNA present in the comet head in this study indicated that the lymphocytes of all the groups exposed to herbal liquors had an incomplete DNA in the comet head due to DNA strand breaks. The control group had an intact DNA in the comet head.

The presence of DNA strand breaks in tail length (Figure 11.0), tail moment (Figure 12.0), % DNA in head (Figure 9.0) and the % DNA in tail (Figure 8.0) in the herbal liquors administered in rats clearly shows the relation between alcohol consumption and DNA damage. This result is consistent with previous study in which DNA strand breaks was observed in the tail length and tail moment in ethanol-induced DNA damage by single-cell gel electrophoresis (34). Strand breaks due to DNA damage in lymphocytes of patients with chronic alcoholism have also been reported (35).

The result obtained in this study shows that herbal liquor causes strand breaks in DNA and this may be due to the effect of acetaldehyde in the production of DNA strand breaks which is mediated via the generation of free radicals which attack DNA and leads to cleavage of the DNA backbone.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, this study reveals that these herbal liquors: Orijin Bitters, Baby Oku, Kummerling, 1960, Adonko, Action Bitters, Alomo Bitters, Bajinotu Poka, Aleko, Okiki Ibile, Opa Eyi, Ewe Dongoyaro, Jedi and Awopa contain substances that produce reactive oxygen species which affects the morphology of the kidneys, heart and lungs due to the vascular congestion, inflammation, pulmonary congestion and hemorrhages observed in the histopathology study. It should be noted that these herbal liquors are found in Nigeria. Also, these toxic substances induce DNA strand breaks that could compromise the integrity of the DNA which can lead to mutation.
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